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To assess library service quality, Xi’an Jiaotong-
Liverpool University (XJTLU) Library conducted
the Library User Survey 2020 in May.

Core questions of the survey covered 3 service
dimensions of service quality: Library as Place
(physical environment); Library Resource
(access to and provision of print and electronic
resources); and Library Academic Support
Service (helpfulness and usefulness of library
services).

For each service dimension, there were several
general questions and 1 core rating question
scoring on a 5-point Likert scale. Scoring
methodology is explained in the part SCORING.

Besides, the survey contained questions on
profile of respondents, overall satisfaction with
Library, and additional comments.



Distribution features of the 1054 valid responses are:

• Female respondents (67%) are more than twice of male ones (33%);
• Most respondents are undergraduates (81%);
• Represents from International Business School Suzhou made up the largest proportion (30.2%).



Best Performed: categories with highest Performance Scores               Most Important: categories with highest Importance Scores
Most Satisfied: categories with lowest Gap Scores                                  Call for Improvement: categories with highest Gap Scores

Please see SCORING for more details on Performance Score, Importance Score, and Gap Score. 
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Main purposes that respondents visited the Library were for
individual/group study, using library facilities, and borrowing library
collections (see more details in the left chart), just the same as what
they indicated in the 2019 & 2018 surveys.

Statistics on the use of library space (i.e., frequency of vising Library,
duration of each Library visit, and favorite Library floors) have not
much changed when comparing to those in previous surveys. Details
are shown in charts below.
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In terms of library space and facilities, among all 14 categories
shown in the chart, except Lockers, the other 13 were identified
with Importance Scores of 4.2 or higher, with Study Space, WIFI,
and Noise Level being the most important 3 categories.

In terms of Performance Score of each category, 10 out of 14
categories get scores higher than 4.0, with Decoration and
Environment, WIFI and Water Dispensers being the best performed
3 categories.

Respondents indicated that the
top 3 categories requiring
improvement are Study Space,
Air Conditioning and Noise
Level, with highest Gap Scores.

On the country, they are
satisfied with Computer Room,
Decoration and Environment,
and Lockers. Gap Scores of the
3 categories are zero or minus.

Note: Gap Score = Importance Score – Performance Score (A larger bubble indicates a higher Gap Score which requires more improvement, and vice versa..) 
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Around half of the respondents (46.02%) rarely or even never use
library print resources in the past year. The percentage almost
doubles that of respondents who rarely or never use library
electronic resources (24.86%). Main reasons of why respondents
do not prefer library print and electronic resources are listed in the
right column respectively.

A multiple choice question was designed to indicate the purpose
of visiting the library website. In total, 3,428 responses were
gathered. Over 70% of the respondents accessed the library
website to Search DISCOVER and to View Past Exam Papers online.
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All categories in the service dimension Library Resource, including Off-campus Access, Access
Speed, Electronic Resources, Homepage and Print Resources, receive Importance Scores higher
than 4.0, indicating that respondents perceived all library resources highly important. It’s worth
noting that Off-campus Access, ranking 4th in 2019 and 3rd in 2018, ranked 1st among all 5
categories in terms of Importance Score in 2020. The online education implemented since
February 2020 may draw more attention on Off-campus Access.

In terms of Gap Score, Access Speed received 0.95 in 2020, which is much higher than what was
received in 2019 (0.59). Together with Off-campus Access, receiving Gap Score of 0.98, the two
categories require the most attention when considering future improvement.

Note: Gap Score = Importance Score – Performance Score (A larger bubble indicates a higher Gap Score 
which requires more improvement, and vice versa.) 
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In respondents’ perceptions, being able to find necessary information in LibGuides, and get Research Assistance from
professional librarians are highly important. What’s more, receiving Gap Scores of 0.38 and 0.22 respectively, these
two categories require improvement in the near future.

It’s note worthy that the category Workshops get the lowest Gap Score among all 7 categories in the service
dimension Library Academic Support Service in both 2020 and 2019, indicating that library workshop services meet
respondents’ expectations persistently.

Note: Gap Score = Importance Score – Performance Score (A larger bubble indicates a higher Gap Score which requires more improvement, and vice versa.) 



Among all comments, Air Conditioning and
Space & Seats appeared to be the most
eye-catching parts with 167 and 127 times’
mentioning respectively.



Others



For each service dimension, there was 1 core rating question scoring on a 5-
point Likert scale.

Respondents were asked for judgement on 2 scales: the desired level of the
service they would like to receive (Importance), and the actual level of
service they perceive to have been provided (Performance).

To identify factors for improvement, the survey analyses the ‘Gap’ value
between the importance and performance scores for each variable. Gap
score was calculated by:

Gap Score = Importance Score – Performance Score

A gap score indicates whether the Library is meeting the expectations of
respondents. A positive score means that users’ perceived level of service is
below their desired level of service, and in turn, implies a need for
improvement. The higher the score is, the more improvement should be
made. On the contrary, a negative value indicates that the Library is
exceeding the desired expectations of users.


